
279 Round Mountain Rd, Round Mountain NSW 2484 ™
www.coastalturf.com.au ABN 20 001 824 326

PHONE - 1300 787 545 fax - 0266 760175

CUSTOMER DETAILS Tax Invoice 6138
Name Suttons Excavations
Delivery Address Date 26th Aug 2011

Skinners Shoot Rd Driver JC
Byron Bay Reference-

Contact on Site Stuart TIME pm
Phone 0426 845 303

EXTRA INFO:- straight Thru RND about with police stationthen follow the rd
SQM Description Unit Price Total

(Inc.GST) (Inc.GST)
400 Builders Grade Couch 3.35$          1,340.00$         

0 0 -$           -$                  
0 0 -$           -$                  
0 0 -$           -$                  
0 0 -$           -$                  

-$                  
-$                  

PAYMENT IS REQUIRED ON DELIVERY. WE DO NOT CARRY ACCOUNTS

DIRECT TRANSFER INFORMATION GST Component 121.82$                           

BSB       082837 Total Due (Inc. GST) 1,340.00$         
A/C NUMBER   171336107 LESS DEPOSIT PAID 0
BANK N A B TWEED HEADS BALANCE OWING 1,340.00$      
NB If choosing to use this payment option a copy of direct transfer information MUST be given to driver.

Coastal Turf will not accept any responibilty once the turf has been delivered onto the clients pre-arranged location
PLEASE INSTALL AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE AS THE TURF MAY BURN OR OVERHEAT 
Please see over leaf.



Disclaimer
Turf is a living organism that requires nutrients, moisture and sunlight to grow.
1. Coastal Turfs obligations end once the product is delivered onto the customer's site
2. Coastal Turf does not take any responsibility for the on going care, appearance, watering,
nor quality of the turf
3. Coastal Turf does not take any responsibility for any damage done to the property on site for 
for a delivery or installation that may be caused unless that damage was properly and specifically
 cautioned by the owner or the site foreman to the individual Coastal Turf employee
4. Coastal Turf will provide upon request to the customer with the required information to 
establish and maintain a quality lawn: this information is made available to Coastal Turf's customers 
as a recommendation only
5. Coastal Turf does not offer any money back guarantees, choose your turf carefully and
maintain that product accordingly. Ongoing advice and consultation can be arranged accordingly 
if required.
6. Coastal turf products are delivered and installed according to Coastal Turf's standards 
and codes of practices
7. Coastal Turf is a member of the QTPA and the TPA and adheres to the relevant industry Guidelines 
and codes of practices
8. Risk in any turf supplied By Coastal Turf to a customer shall pass when the turf is delivered to the 
customer or into custody on the customers' behalf but ownership in such turf is retained by Coastal Turf 
until payment is made for the turf and all other turf supplied by Coastal Turf to the Customer.


